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There are many types of food which are considered to be energy boosters and these foods provide
natural ways to increase energy level. Also few changes in lifestyle can help to reduce daytime
dullness. Some of the few natural ways to increase energy level are given below

Magnesium: Magnesium is the mineral required for more than three hundred biochemical reactions
and one of the reactions is to break down glucose. If glucose is not broken down properly the body
will have very low energy and the person starts feeling sleepy and drowsy in the daytime. Therefore
one of the natural ways to increase energy level is to regulate intake of minerals such as
magnesium. It is also found that women who do not take adequate amount of magnesium require
more oxygen level to do their everyday tasks and their bodies' needs to work harder to stay
energetic. Magnesium is found in whole grains, bran cereals, cashew nuts and almonds.

Regular walk: Walking is a good exercise and as per reports, it has been found that walking helps to
provide energy. If you just sit whole day on your desk, you may get tired on doing any physical work
and therefore, it is advised to walk for 30 minutes each day to stay energized and it is one of the
easiest natural ways to increase energy levels.

Power nap: Power nap is one of the effective natural ways to increase energy level. When the brain
is overload, it requires a break from regular duties and power nap helps to reverse mind numbing
effects.

Get regular meals: Do not skip any meal if you wish to stay energetic all the day and taking
nutritional meals is a good natural ways to increase energy level.

Control anger: Anger can make you feel exhausted. It is very important for you to control anger or
any other forms of emotional stress to prevent energy exhaustion. Anger control is another natural
ways to increase energy level.

Reduce intake of sugar: Instead of taking high carb diet take proteins and whole grain. Reduce
sugar intake and take fruits and vegetables to increase energy level.

Eat high fiber diet: High fiber diets helps to regulate digestive system and prevents dullness due to
stomach disorders such as diarrhea or constipation. People who regularly suffer from constipation
may feel a lack of energy in the daytime and they need remedy to improve the condition. Some
women suffer from thyroid or anemia, which may be a cause for low energy in the day time.

Take adequate amount of water in the day: Avoid alcohol and smoke and take a balanced amount
of water in the day time to prevent dryness and dullness.

Sfoorti capsules: You can take remedies such as Sfoorti capsule to increase energy level as it helps
to provide nutrition to the human body to improve the digestive functioning of the body to improve
overall strength and to help you to feel rejuvenated and healthy.
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Peter Naruka - About Author:
Read about a Natural Energy Supplements. Also know a Energy Supplements for Men. Read about
a Energy Supplements for Women.
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